Human platelets pathogen reduced with riboflavin and ultraviolet light do not cause acute lung injury in a two-event SCID mouse model.
Pathogen reduction technologies (PRTs) can induce platelet (PLT) lesions that reduce PLT survival and recovery from circulation and may be associated with acute lung injury (ALI). Human PLTs (hPLTs) in plasma with or without single or multiple Mirasol PRT treatments were assessed in vitro by aggregation and percentage of P-selectin expression. In vivo studies included PLT recovery in SCID mice and assessment of ALI in a two-event mouse model in which the sensitizing event was lipopolysaccharide injection and the second event was infusion of Mirasol-treated hPLTs. A single-dose Mirasol treatment (5 J/cm(2) ) did not induce any change in aggregation in response to adenosine 5'-diphosphate (ADP) while a five-times-repeat Mirasol treatment (5×) increased aggregation response to low concentration of ADP. Mirasol PLTs (1×-5×) had increased percentage of P-selectin-positive PLTs after treatment and decreased aggregation with TRAP as the agonist. In vivo recovery in SCID mice was reduced extensively with Mirasol treatments (1× and 5×). In the two-event model of ALI, only the 5× Mirasol PLTs accumulated in the lung and this was not accompanied by changes in lung histology or increases in MIP-2 levels in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. Mirasol PRT treatment induced PLT activation and reduced in vivo recovery in a SCID mouse model of transfusion. In our two-event mouse model of ALI, the 5× Mirasol hPLTs accumulated in the lung, but did not cause signs of ALI. The 1× Mirasol treatment did not lead to PLT lung accumulation or ALI in this model.